Defence and Aerospace
Defence projects typically have long durations, many participants, challenging
technical solutions and stringent quality requirements. With a team of people
experienced in this industry, we understand the complexity and challenges of
these projects to truley support capability uplift.

Our approach
We work in partnership with you to develop the project management capacity
of your people and teams by empowering them deliver their work with greater
efficiency and impact.
Face to face
instructor led
training

Project based
workshops

Gamified
simulations

On-demand
online training

Virtual online
instructor led
training

Flipped
classrooms

Post course
support and
coaching

Our experienced team work with clients to give their people the
skills and confidence to reduce “box ticking” by focussing attention on
prompt, creative and flexible solutions.

elementalprojects.com.au

Blended learning solutions designed around one
of the world's leading defence and aerospace
partners
Thales is a leading international electronics and systems group serving the
defence, aerospace and transport market. As a mature project-based
organisation recognised as leaders and innovations globally, project
management capability is a core competency for staff across all divisions of the
organisation.
Multiple cohorts per year undertake our Diploma of Project Management
program, which has been customised to align with Thales’ internal project
management methodology, processes, tools and templates. This makes the
program highly contextualised as participants are using real work as the basis of
assessment, gaining confidential feedback from a professional workplace
assessor to enhance their project management knowledge and practice.
Our team also deliver a range of specialised masterclasses in topics such as
Earned Value Management and Scheduling.

With the onset of COVID restrictions, the Diploma program was
reconfigured to be delivered online through a blend of video and written
content and live-online seminars with virtual breakout rooms where
participants collaborate on group activities.

Practical industry aligned Nationally Accredited
training programs
Defence Connect is a media and market intelligence platform helping the defence industry
capitalise on the largest spend in capability building since WWII.
Elemental Projects has a long-standing relationship with Defence Connect, having partnered
in the delivery of the Diploma of Project Management for Defence and Industry since 2015.
This program brought participants together from a range of organisations – from primes to
SMEs – to undertake a week-long professional development experience incorporating
training, skill development, presentations from industry VIPs, networking dinner, and fireside
chats about leadership in the modern world.
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